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Best Key Note Speaker will be facilitated by the Chair of the conference, Best Organising Committee Member it will also facilitated by the Chair of the conference, Best Speaker will facilitated by both the chair and Ocm member of the conference, Best Masters / Ph. D / PosdDoc Thesis work presentation will facilitated by both the chair and Ocm member and the Best Poster Award will be facilitated by the Poster Judge.

Best Keynote Speaker: Nanotech 2020 picks a significant keynote speaker to talk at gathering. All acknowledged keynote speakers proposition will be considered for the Best Keynote Speaker Award. The panel will choose various possibility for the honor among the acknowledged proposition. The victor will be chosen at the meeting, contemplating both the proposition and the introduction. Best keynote speaker can help inspiration, change their perspective and make group of spectators stimulated and propelled. For Keynote the individual ought to be prominent or profoundly associated like Dean, Professor, HOD, Chair people, CEO, CFO, MD and so forth. Choice of the Best Keynote Speaker will be made based on the member commitment and long periods of involvement with the particular explore field. Every accommodation will be acknowledged dependent on the nature of unique and meeting subject. Insignificant entries will be dismissed. The acknowledgment and dismissal of conceptual entries will be chosen by the Organizing council. All entries will experience a quality checking. Last affirmed theoretical will consider for Keynote Award.

Best Organising Committee Member: The sorting out advisory group can benefit during the time spent dealing with the numerous undertakings that should be finished. Panel individuals, having a decent savviness of the occasion the executives plan, are all around set to give preparing, supervision and help to other faculty engaged with the association of the occasion. Unified Academies will respect as a best OCM the person who has exhibited their help and direction all through the meeting. OCM ought to be famous or profoundly partnered like Dean, Professor, HOD, Chair people, CEO, CFO, MD and so forth.

.Determination of the best OCM will be made based on the member commitment and long stretches of involvement with the separate research field. They should have great number of research papers and references and ought to be progressively number of long stretches of understanding. Best Speaker: Nanotech 2020 believes in recognising our best speaker. The best speaker is selected as per their research abstract before the conference. All winners are determined by a selection panel. This award Aimed at acknowledging and defining exceptional speakers who have gained unprecedented eminence and popularity in recent years. Being an excellent speaker means delivering an audience-engaging post. The outstanding speaker award will also be given on the basis of the presenter’s organization and competence, communication skills, and appropriate time use. There will be a separate evaluation of each session. The speaker should be a professor, a scholar, a scientist, a businessman, etc. the Speaker will be made on the basis of the participant contribution in the respective research field. Each submission will be accepted based on the quality of abstract and conference sessions. Irrelevant submissions will be rejected. The acceptance and rejection of abstract submissions will be selected By Committee of Organization. All submissions will go through our team's quality control process. For outstanding speakers, the final accepted abstract will be considered award.

Best Masters/Ph.D/PosdDoc Thesis work presentation: Nanotech 2020 gives young researchers the opportunity in the various conference fields. Prior to the meeting, the best participants were chosen according to their abstract analysis. If you are a creative, young scientist, you can join our conferences to explore new ideas and science. The best YRF is chosen by a panel of judges. At the end of the conference, Best YRF will be recognized publicly. The Best YRF Award is given to the best presentation made by a registered participant under the student category. Undergraduates, Master students, and Ph.D. students will be considered under this category. Selection of the YRF will be made on the basis of the participant contribution in the respective research field each submission will be accepted based on the sessions of the conference. Irrelevant submissions will be rejected. The acceptance and rejection of abstract submissions will be selected by the committee. All submissions will go through a quality checking. Final approved abstract will consider for YRF award.

Best Poster: To be qualified for the honor Students keen on having their blurbs considered for the Nanotech 2020 gathering, they more likely than not presented a dynamic of their publication to the meeting. The honor board of trustees will consider all publications that identify with the investigation of popular feeling, regardless of whether they center around hypothesis, substantive discoveries, inquire
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about strategies, and additionally factual methods utilized in such research. All blurbs will naturally be considered for the Poster Award and the notices will occur in the meeting scene and Poster Judges will choose the best publications. The champs will be officially declared during the end function. The victors will get an endorsement grant.